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Probiotic Complementary Feed

NutraPro Feline ®

NutraPro K9 ®

NutraPro Equine ®

Nutra Pro®



 Developed by renowned feed experts

 Particularly effective with high acceptance

 Easy to dose due to portion bags

 No feed adjustment needed – just disperse or admix
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NutraPro K9 ®
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Effective probiotics:

Guaranteed amount of living and active cultures: 10
9
CFU/g  

Stable strains reaching the intestinal tract alive: 
Acid-resistant, stable at high temperatures      
Most stable probiotic mixture currently on 
the market, proprietary production process 
to improve stability and longevity

• supporting intestinal health and balance 
• supporting immunological response 

NutraPro Feline ®

NutraPro K9 ®

Probiotic Complementary Feed

NutraPro Equine ®

Nutra Pro® Feline
CATS

Nutra Pro® K9
DOGS

Nutra Pro® Equine
HORSES
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„In cases of changes from dried food to wet food we have made fantastic 
experiences. Before, we often tried to use the products of several producers of 
wet food but that wasn‘t successful at all. The result was every time a dog with 
acute diarrhoea and eating a lot of grass! Since we use NutraPro® our dog 
has changed his behaviour and he seems to be younger and fitter. The stool is 
perfect and he stopped eating grass.

All in all, there is a significantly improved stool, regularly, stable, no acute 
diarrhoea and he loves NutraPro® !

Thank you very much for this awesome product which I like to recommend. 
Keep it up!“

Brigitte Jäth with „Aggy“ 
(Jack Russel Terrier - 11 years), 

business manager, Metzingen

„My dog seems to be re-born! All the grey hair in her face returned to brown 
again and she looks much younger when you see her shiny eyes. She also 
likes to play around again and to dig in the garden! She stopped eating grass, 
her stool is normal, the fur glossy and her body is in good shape. The vet said 
that her blood values are perfect and no infection values can be found! And 
even the bleeding claw bed, which was torturing her, has completely healed.“

Silke Huber with „Tinki“ 
(Parson Russell Terrier,  
10 years ), personnel consultant,
Reutlingen-Mittelstadt
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„Since end of 2015 we treat our patients suffering from acute diarrhoea or for 
an intestinal repair cure NutraPro®K9 and NutraPro®Feline. The animals 
like to eat it and show no intolerance, but even more important, it works. You 
can notice a quick improvement concerning diarrhoea, the intestinal system 
calms down and the 30-days package is the ideal cure to reach an intestinal 
regulation. We can really recommend it.“

Dr.med.vet. Werner Braun, Dr.med.vet. Stefan Recknagel
practicing vets, Aichtal

„Our dog Happy is a Boarder Collie mix. She was very hyper and nervous 
and she often ate grass. Her behaviour has improved after she was fed 
with NutraPro®. She is much more relaxed and has mostly stopped eating 
grass. It seems to me as if the whole dog is completely relaxed and content.“

Angela Piepke with „Happy“, 7 years
Dipl. Ing. Chemistry, longtime dog and cat owner, Mittelstadt
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„I am a vet assistant and I have already 
tested many supplement products. 
NutraPro® has convinced me to use it 
in my dog breeding and at dog sports. 
My dogs are significantly more resistant 
against diseases, also against stress 
situations during the training and 
competitions.“

„My dog reacted very strong on standard food and was immediately extremely 
swollen if she ate something wrong. So I have tried a lot to find something 
she could tolerate. After giving her a package of NutraPro® for one month 
her allergies and food intolerance simply vanished, she now tolerates nearly 
everything and I am totally delighted! I couldn‘t imagine that this could create 
such a difference. I will give it to her every now and then as refreshment cure.“

Christine Herzig with her Beagle 
Neckartailfingen

Annika Schütt, 2 German Shepherds 
and 1 Jack Russell Terrier 

vet assistant and pet physio therapist,  
Walddorfhäslach
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„I was asked to test these outstanding important  
products NutraPro®  for dogs and cats. My three 
dogs – two 1 year old and a 4 months old puppy 
– received the preparation and have now a stool in 
perfect condition. Also my 4 years old cat got the 
product as she suffers from a very sensitive stomach. 
The product helps her digestion and to pass normal 
stools.“

Vera Stoll mit  
„Poquita, Godzilla, Snoopy & Stellina“
owner of a practice for logopaedics, Reutlingen

„Next to us there is a farm where a 
watchdog lives. He is already a bit older 
and often had digestive problems. After 
NutraPro® was recommended to me 
I give it to him regularly. Since then, 
his problems are gone and his fur looks 
much nicer. He is also much livelier!“

Faye Hertel with next door dog „Fred“, 
student, Altdorf



Mrs. Kronenbitter, Altdorf
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„Early February I adopted a dog from an animal welfare organisation. The 
puppy – then 5 months old – suffered from a severe mite and protozoa infec-
tion, and lost hair on his whole body. By giving NutraPro®K9 powder during 
the medical treatment period as a support, we soon noticed an improvement 
and a stabilization of the whole situation. The stool was getting better as well 
as the fur. Today the fur is completely grown again and has a glossy shine. 
„Mino“ feels himself very well and loves playing around, something he nearly 
forgot when he first came to us.“

Markus Kesting 
with „Mino“, ½ year. 

Reutlingen

Before After

„My dog was very thin, he has eaten relatively poor, had little intestinal flora 
and needed a gut renovation. After my vet recommended NutraPro® and I 
had fed it, the feces was significantly better already after 1 week, and he was 
doing much better!“



„My two cats both had problems with vomiting and spitting. After I have  
given them NutraPro®Feline for one month, they stopped spitting com-
pletely! They even tolerate their food much better, as before I had to be very 
careful concerning their food. Now they can eat everything. Even my tomcat 
– extremely thin and weak, weighing only 2 kg – has now gained weight and 
presents himself healthy and normal!“

Michaela Kern with her cats  „Sina“ und „Sammy“  
dog and cat owner,  

Reutlingen-Sondelfingen

„I am the owner of a westi who had skin irritations and several bare spots. 
I therefore added NutraPro® to the feed for about 6 weeks. The result is 
impressive; the irritations are eliminated!“

Mrs. Deile with her West Highland Terrier
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„Our tomcat is a typical farm cat and came to us as a kitten with acute diar-
rhoea. The vet found out that he suffers from Giardia and other organisms in 
his intestinal tract. After a treatment with antibiotics the vet gave us Nutra-
Pro® that should help to develop a healthy intestinal flora. Within only 10 
days he showed a normal intestinal activity. Our tomcat is now six months old 
and has a nice shiny fur and is completely fit.“

Mia Piepke with tomcat „Freddy“  
dog and cat owner, 

Mittelstadt
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Simone Adam with tomcat „Pepe“ 
Tübingen

„Our tomcat „Pepe“ grew up on the streets of Barcelona and was brought 
there at some point in an animal shelter. Luckily he was saved! When he came 
to us he was very sick. Even today he must often and permanently get drugs 
such as cortisone and antibiotics. So far he declined all probiotic products 
for intestinal cleansing no mater how I mixed it into his favourite treat! Finally 
we discovered NutraPro® and can do something for his destroyed intestinal 
flora, he eats it without any problems.“



„I have given the product to my 10 years old tomcat as a one month cure. The 
application and dosage is very easy. He tolerated it very well und he felt fine. 
Even his appetite has significantly improved. All in all I am very satisfied with 
the result.“

Susanne Meyer mit Kater „Micky“ 
Finance Manager,  

Frankfurt/Main

Katrin F.,
Esslingen

„I have been breeding Maine-Coon cats for years and I now tested 
NutraPro®Feline with my animals. I can confirm that it helps our kitten with 
the transition to adult feed and it is very good for both stomach and intestinal 
care. Additionally the cats show a beautiful shiny coat.“
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Vets from Italy report:
• The animals are no longer so vulnerable concerning infections, less serious 

disease progression
• Weakened animals with lack of appetite (after surgery) eat it and regain their 

strength easier
• „Already we had nearly given up an animal, but now it is like a different 

animal, it eats properly and is completely fit again.“

Marco Andaloni, manager animal feed „Petformance“, Italy

„Since 2006 I work as a specialised vet for horses and get to know a lot of 
horses that have fecal water problems. The probiotic intestinal bacteria in 
NutraPro® are very suitable for an intestinal repair treatment. The horses 
accept it very well and it is also suitable for animals suffering from colics as 
a cure. I can really recommend it.“

Dr. med. vet. Sonja Finsler, vet specialist for horses,
Altdorf
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„Our horse „Rescalon“ has often had problems with fecal water for many 
years. We tried different treatments but nothing could really help. After we 
began to give him NutraPro® W/S in January 2016, we have already noticed 
significant improvement after only four weeks. He had no more problems with 
fecal water und seems to feel much more content! After four months now he 
even has got a beautiful glossy fur. For sure we will continue to feed him with 
NutraPro®.“

Family  Lerch with „Rescalon“,
Pliezhausen

„We have given our gelding NutraPro® when he had fecal water problems. 
But after only one week with NutraPro® he showed no more problems with 
fecal water!“

Mrs. Blank, horse owner, 
Pliezhausen
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Nürtinger Straße 62
72667 Schlaitdorf/Germany

tel. +49 (0)7127 960770
info@nutrapet.de  www.nutrapet.de

Dogs
Feeding instruction: add to food
Dogs < 5 kg: 0.5 portion bag/day
Dogs 5 -15 kg: 1 portion bag/day
Dogs > 15 kg: 2 portion bags/day

Cats
Feeding instruction:
1 portion bag/day, add to food

Horses
Feeding instruction: spread over the food
or mix it in: 1 g / kg feed


